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Downers Grove, Illinois 60515

January 8, 1993

Dr. Thomas E. Murley, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Hashington, D.C. 20555

Attn: Document Control Desk

Subject: LaSalle County Nuclear Station Units 1'and 2
LaSalle Generating Station Emergency Plan (GSEP) Annex
Emergency Action Levels (EAL)
DHR Emergency Action level Document NSEP-LA-9201
liRC_DotteLNm_10_313_and_50-31A

Dear Dr. Hurley:

Attached for your Staff's review is a copy of Commonwealth Edison's
(Ceco) proposed revision to the LaSalle GSEP Annex, NSEP-LA-9201. The
revision is being submitted to incorporate upgraded Emergency Action Levels.

The changes to the GSEP have been reviewed in accordance with
Commonwealth Edison procedures by the On-Site and Off-Site Review groups.
These reviews have concluded that the changes to the Annex do not decrease the-
effectiveness of the plan, and the revised plan continues to meet the
requirements of 10 CFR Appendix E.

LaSalle Station currently plans to implement the revised changes on
February 24, 1993. Therefore, Ceco requests your Staff's concurrence prior to
February 24, 1993.

In accordance with 10 CFR 50.4(b)(5)(1), two copies of_the revised Annex
have been provided to the Regional Office and one copy to the Resident
Inspector.

If there are any questions, please direct them to this office.

Respectfully,

noose 7MVS
Jo nn Shields

Nuclear Licensing Administrator

Attachment

cc: A B. Davis, Regional Administrator - RIII
D.L. Hills, Senior Resident-Inspector - LSCS I

R. Stransky, LaSalle Project Manager - NRR
L. Gregor,-RIII (w/o attachment)
J. McCormick-Barger, RIII

/H. Simons, RIII I,
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NSEP-LA-9201
Rev. 1/8/93

LASALLLCOURILSIAIIORlNBEX

CHANGLSWHARY

The following change summary applies to he LaSalle Annex revision
NSEP-LA-9201. The revisions are a result of the EAL Improvement Working Group

,

modifications to clarify the affected EAls. Changes are marked by a change '

bar on the right side of the page.
i

LA_fAGLi CBARGLSUMtiaat

All "AND" and "0R" usage has been capitalized andALL Table 5-1 *

underlined when used in a logic statement. The symbols ).
<. 2. and I have been inserted to replace the words when
appropriate. The symbol p (mu) has replaced a "u" and

notation (SEgation(5X10-5)scientific no has been replaced by exponent
).

All references to EALs on the next page have been deleted*
and replaced with " CONDITION X CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE" or
"END OF CONDITION X EALS" as appropriate.
All EAL numbering has been changed from an upper case*

letter designation to a lower case letter designation. An
EAL reference is attached to this change summary which
correlates the proposed EAL #s to the existing EAL #s. A
new EAL is designated by a "none" in the corresponding
Existing EAL column. A deleted existing EAL is designated
by the word " deleted" in the corresponding Proposed EAL
column.
Deleted all EALs previously designated as "Not appilcable*

to LSCS".
All references to EAL #s in this change summary correspond*

to proposed EALs.
All page numbers in this change summary correspond to the*

proposed revision.

NOTES numbered 1) through 4). Note'1) revised to include5-1.1 *

the line of authority for Command and Control
non-delegable responsibilities. Notes 2) and 3) were
revised to clearly state their intent. Note 4) was added
to provide guidance for dual unit classification and
notification requirements.

Section number designation added to Condition 1 titles.5-1.2 *

"(N/A at this time)" deleted from Section 1 title.
Page numbers changed as appropriate in the PAGE column.*

" Degraded Core Cooling" added to Condition 2 and Condition*

6 titles where appropriate.
" Reactor Coolant System" changed to " Primary System" in*

Condition 3 title.
" Injured Person" deleted from Condition 7 titles. |*

" Internal Disturbance" and " Civil Disturbance / Strike" l*

added to Condition 8 titles. j

l
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5-1,3 * Added CONDITION 1 above SECTION 1.
Page formatted to clearly display use of EALs, MQlE and*

ENTRY CONDITION boxes added to clarify conditions and
approximate procedure formats.
EALs #1a, #1 , #1o and #1v added to incorporate A-Hodel9*

EALs.
A-Model availability note at bottom of page deleted.*

Added CONDITION 1 above SECTION 1.5-1.4 *
'

Page formatted to clearly display use of EAls. ENTRY-*
CONDITION box added to clarify conditions and approximate
procedure formats.
"(as indicated by HRGM)" added to EALs #1b and #1h to*

designate the source of the release information.
Deleted previous EALs #10, #1P and #1X because available*

source term did not result in a release at these levels.
A-Model availability note at bottom of page deleted.*

'

Added CONDITION.1 above SECTION 1.5-1.5 *

Page formatted to clearly display use of EALs. NOTE and*
ENTRY CONDITION boxes added to clarify conditions and
approximate procedure formats.
"(as indicated by HRGM]" added to.all EALs to designate*

the source of the release-information.

Added CONDITION 1 above SECTION 1.5-1,6 *

Page formatted to clearly display use of EALs. ENTRY.*

CONDITION box added to clarlfy conditions and approximate
procedure formats.
DOSE changed to upper case and DOSE RATE added as*

appropriate to provide a clear distinction of the intent
and use of each EAL.
EAL #1k added to provide an Alert classification for*

Thyroid dose projections and to be consistent with other
CECO Station EAls.
Revised all EAls to state that all Section 4 EAL| *

' evaluations were to be considered "at 08 beyond the site
boundary".

.

Added CONDITION 1 above SECTION 1.5-1.7 *

Page formatted to clearly display use of EALs. ENTRY*
CONDITION box added to clarify conditions and approximate
procedure formats.
Revised all EALs to state that all Section-5 EAL*

evaluations.were to be considered " Uncontrolled gross
beta / gamma" or " Uncontrolled total gross beta / gamma"
where appropriate and "at 08 beyond the site boundary".
Scientific notation removed from EAL #1u and #1za for*

. consistency,with.the format by which these are reported.

5-1.8 * Added NOTE at top of:page to clarify use of Fission
Product Barrier (FPBL Criteria.
No distinction is made between " loss of" or " challenge to"*

the fission Product Barrier (FPB) Criteria, therefore, the
" loss of" was deleted from the box note and EALs #1f, #1j
and #1m.

-
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l

Rearranged the order of the Cladding-and Primary Systeme

Criteria lists for clarity and consistency with criteria
evaluated.
Added Drywell radiation monitor readings to all FPB*

Criteria based on SLL calculations that describe the
challenged barriers. Refer to the GSEP Annex Table 5-2
Supporting data for EAL #2f for details.
Added fuel Clad damage criteria to the Cladding and*
Primary Containment FPB Criteria.
Added a note at the bottom of the page which provides*

guidance for use of the Drywell radiation monitor readings.

Revised EAL #2a to be consistent with station terminology5-1.9 *
and to relate the value directly to the Technical

-Specification. Added the power decrease statement to be
consistent with other Technical Specification shutdown
Unusual Events. '

Revised the wording of EALs #2n and #2o for clarity.*

Deleted previous EAls #2B, #2H, #2M and #2R (and note at*
bottom of page) which were incorporated into the FPB
Criteria.

" Reactor Coolant System" changed to " Primary System" in5-1.10 *

title and EALs #2c, #2g, #2h and #2k to be consistent with
Station terminology.
Hoved indication statement of EAL#2g to th6 Supporting*

data statement of the philosophy document.
Revised wording of EAls #2d and #2e to clarify EAL usage.*

Revised wording of EAls #3b, #3f, #3h, #3j and #3n for5-1.11 *

clarity and consistency.
Changed EALs #3g and #3k to be consistent and to*
incorporate a failure of'the Reactor Protection System
instead of a Limiting Safety System Setting. Refer to the
philosophy statements for further discussion.
Deleted previous EAL #30 which was incorporated into the*

FPB Criteria of Condition 2.

Revised wording of EAls #3d, #31, #31 and #3m to clarify5-1.12 * 4

usage of the EAls.
Added Condition applicability to EAL# 31.*

Page number change only.5-1.13 *

Revised EALs #5a and #5c to be consistent with the NUREG5-1.14- *

0654 example.
Reworded EAL #5d for consistency with EAL #5b and added*

the radiation level criterla to distinguish the Alert and
Site Emergency classifications. Refer to the philosophy-
statements,for_-further discussion.

Clarified wording of EAls #6c,5#6j, #6k, #61, #6t, #6u,5-1.15 *

#6z and #6za to be consistent with other CECO. Station EALs.
Added the words (affecting plant operations) .to EAL 6c.*

111
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Added EAL #6f to provide an unusual Event classification5-1.16 *
for Cooling Lake level.
Revised wording of EALs #6g, #6m, #6p, #6v, #6w and #6x*

for clarity.
Added Condition applicability to EAL #6w to clarify EAL*

usage.

Revised wording of EAls #6h, #6q and #6y for consistency5-1.17 *

and clarity.
Revised EAL #6s to indicate the Main turbine only.*

Added NOTE at top of page to define Condition 75-1.18 *
applicability and the GSEP relationship to the HAZMAT plan.
Deleted previous EAL #7C which is applicable to the HAZMAT*

Plan and not the GSEP.
Previous EALs #7G and #7J deleted and incorporated into*

proposed Eats #7d and #7f respectively. The detectors
used for determining the previous EAL values are no longer
in service for automatic actions. Refer to the philosophy
statements for further information.

Changed " security threat" to " security event" in EALs #8h,5-1.19 *

#81, #8m and #8p.
Deleted " Obvious" from EAL #8a to provide a determination*

that can be made by the Shift Engineer. Refer to the
philosophy statement for further discussion.
Revised wording of EALs #8b, #8e, #81 6nd #8p for clarity.*

Revised EAls #8d and #8e to specify " plant" operations.*

Moved EAL #8e definition of civil disturbance to the*

philosophy statement. Added "D.B strike" to include a
wildcat that disrupts normal plant operations. Refer to
the philosophy statement for further discussion.
Added EAL #8j to escalate EAL #8c to a Site Emergency.*

Escalated EAL # 8K and #8n to Alert and Site Emergency*

classifications respectively to be consistent with the
Security Plan and other CECO Station EAls.

5-1.20 Revised EALs #9c and #9f for clarity and to incorporate*

the TSC and EOF (CEOF) status definitions in the Nuclear
Duty Officer CEPIP and proposed GSEP Revision 7a. Refer
to the philosophy statements for further discussion.
Revised wording of EAL #9d for clarity..*

Revised wording of EAls #9e, #9f, #9g, #9h and #91 to be*

consistent with related EALs in other Conditions.

5-1.21 * Removed "a" from EAL #10a to imply plurality.

All Table 5-2 Moved all NUREG 0654 examples to a listing on the back*

pages of the document and replaced with a reference to the
appropriate example. Added a heading where appropriate
entitled Suppor_ ting _ data: below the NUREG example
reference.

iv
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Editorial changes only.5-2.1 *

Added EAL#1a and Supporting data to incorporate the5-2,2 *

A-Model classification.
Added the SECTION 2 ENTRY CONDITIONS box to support the*

"no extensive core damage" conditions in Section 2.
Revised Supporting data for EAL #1b for clarity and to be*

consistent with other CECO Station's Supporting data.

Revised EAL #1c title to indicate Iodine and Supporting5-2.3 *
data for clarity and consistency.
Added the SECTION 3 ENTRY CONDITIONS box to support the*

" extensive core damage" conditions in Section 3.
Revised EAls #1d and #1e Supporting data for clartty and*

consistency.

Revised EAL #1f Supporting data for clarity and included5-2.4 *
the references for uncontrolled release and site boundary.
Added EAL #19 and Supporting data to incorporate the*

A-Model classification.
Revised EALs #1h and #11 Supporting data for clarity and*

consistency.

Made editorial changes and added the site boundary5-2.5 *

reference to EAL #1j Supporting data.
Added EAL #1k to include an Alert classification for*

Thyrold Dose Projections which is consistent with other
CECO Station EALs.

Revised EAL #11 title and Supporting data for clarity and5-2.6 *
consistency. Added the reference for the site boundary.
Revised EAls #1m and #1n Supporting data for clarity and*

included the references for uncontrolled release and site
boundary.
Added EAL #10 and Supporting data to incorporate the*

A-Model classification.

Revised EAls #1p and #1q Supporting data for clarity and5-2.7 *

consistency.
Made editorial changes to EAL #1r Supporting data and*

added the site boundary reference.
Added notes at bottom of page.*

Made editorial changes to EAL #1s.5-2.8 *

Added site boundary reference to EALs #1s and #1t.*

Made editorial changes to EAL #1u Supporting data and5-2.9 *

added the site boundary reference.
Added EAL #1v and Supporting data to incorporate the*

A-Model classifica+1on.
Revised EAL #1w Supporting data for. clarity and*

consistency,

y
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Made editorial changes and added site boundary reference5-2.10 *
to EAls #1x and #1y Supporting data.

Made editorial changes to EAL #1ra Supporting data and5-2.11 *

added the uncontrolled release and site boundary
references.

Revised EALs #2a and #2d Supporting data to support5-2.12 *

revised EAL wording.
Deleted previous EAL #2B which was incorporated into the*

FPB Criteria.
Revised EAL #2e title for clarity.*

Revised EAL #2f Supporting data to incorporate and clarify5-2.13 -15 *

the fission Product Barrier (FPB) Criteria.

Deleted previous EALs #2H and #2M which were incorporated5-2.16 *

into the FPB Criteria.
Added leak determination statement from previous EAL #21*
to EAls #29 and #2h Supporting data.
Revised EAL #2j Supporting data to include bypassing*
containment and added reference to FPB Criteria Supporting
data.

Revised EAL #2m Supporting data to include bypassing5-2.17 *

containment and added reference to FPB Criteria Supporting
data.
Revised EAL #2n Supporting data to support revised EAL*

wording.
Deleted previous EAL #2R which was incorporated into the*

FPD Criteria.
Revised EAL #2o Supporting data to define Probable and*

Imminent.

Revised EALs #3a, #3b and #3c Supporting data for clarity5-2.18 *

and consistency,

Revised EAL #3d title and Supporting data for clarity and5-2.19 *

consistency.
Revised EALs #3e and #3f Supporting data to support*

revised wording of EALs and for clarity and consistency,
,

i

Revised EAL #3g title and Supporting data to clarify that5-2.20 *

the Alert classification is based on the failure of the
Reactor Protection System. The successful manual SCRAM
definition was revised.

.

'
'

Made editorial changes and added Condition applicability*
statement to EAL #31 Supporting data.

;

Revised EAL #3j Supporting data for clarity and5-2.21 *

consistency.
Revised EAL #3k title to correct terminology and*

Supporting data to clarify that the Site Emergency
classification is based on the failure of the Reactor
Protection System and the manual SCRAM.

v1,
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'

5-2.22 o Added definition of loss to EAL 031 Supporting data.
Revised EAL #3m Supporting data to clarify usage anda

y

include bus numbers.
Revised EAL #3n Supporting data to define Probable and i*

: Imminent,
i

Revised note for BWRs for consistency. I5-2.23 *
,

Revised EALs #5a and #5c titles and Supporting data to5-2.24 *
support revised wording of EALs.
Added Technical Specification reference as EAL #5b*
Supporting data.
Revised EAL #5d Supporting data to support revised wording*

i of EAL.

Revised EAL #6a supporting data for clarity and5-2.25 *

; consistency.
Added definition to EAL #6C Supporting data.*

Revised EAL #6e Supporting data to support revised wording
,

; * ,

'

j of the EAL.

Added EAL #6f to include an Unusual Event classification5-2.26 *

for the Cooling Lake level for consistency with other CECO
Statto,n EAls.
Revised EAL #6g title and Supporting data for clarity and*

consistency.
Made editorial changes to EAL #6h supporting data.*

.

Revised EALs #6j, #6k and #61 Supporting data for clarity5-2.27 *'

and consistency.

Revised EAl. #6m Supporting data for clarity and5-2.28 *

consistency and included A- Model information.>

Deleted redundant statement from EAL #6n Supporting data.' *
Revised EAL #6o title to correct Station terminology and*

Supporting data for clarity and consistency.i

Revised EAL #6p title for clarity and consistency.- *

| 5-2.29 Made editorial changes to EAL #6q Supporting data.*

!
Revised EAls #6t and #6u Supporting data for clarity and5-2.30 *
consistency.

Revised EAL #6v Supporting data for clarity and5-2.31 *

consistency and included A-Model information.4

Revised EAL #6w ttt1e to correct Station terminology and*
Supporting data for clarity and consistency.
Made editorial changes to EAL #6y Supporting data.*

Revised EAL #6z Supporting data to define Probable and5-2.32 *

Imminent.
Revised EAL #6za Supporting data for clarity and*

consistency.

i
I
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Revised EAL #7a Supporting data to include definitions and5-2,33 e,

j the effects and sources of offsite releases.
.

Revised EAL #7b Supporting data to include offsite*

1 releases and reference the definitions in EAL #7a
philosophy.

,

Revised EAls #7d and #7f Supporting data to include5-2.34 *

definitions reference and the effects and sources of
offsite releases.
Revised EAL #7e Supporting data for clarity and*

consistency.

Revised EAL #79 Supporting data for clarity and5-2.35 *

consistency.
Appended EAL #8a Supporting data to include a Security5-2.36 *

| Event reference and that evaluation of an event to
determine sabotage is a Security function. Investigation

j! and determination of sabotage may take a prolonged period
: of time and is therefore not expedient for classification

purposes. The EAL wording now allows the Shift Engineer
to classify on suspected / attempted sabotage.
Revised EAL # 8c title for clarity and consistency.#

*

Revised EAls #8d and #8e Supporting data to define terms!
*

for clarity and consistency.

Continued EAL #8e Supporting data revision to define terms5-2.37 *

and conditions.
Revised EAL #8f Supporting data to define terms.! *

Revised EAL #8h title and added Supporting data to clarify*

i EAL usage.
Revised EAL #81 title to correct terminology.i *

| 5-2.38 Added EAL #8j for consistency with other Ceco Station EALs.*

Revised EAL #8p Supporting data to include Security Event*

reference.

Revised EAL #9a Supporting data to clarify that Security5-2.39 *

Events are excluded.
Revised EAL #9b Supporting data to define terms ande

,

conditions.'

Revised EAls #9c and #9f Supporting data to support the*

revised wording of the EALs.
Revised EAL #9e Supporting data to provide the referenced*

Technical Specification.

Revised EAL #99 Supporting data to support the revised5-2.40 *

wording of the EAL.
,

Revised EAL #9h Supporting data to define Probable and*

Imminent.
Revised EAL #91 Supporting data for clarity and*

consistency.

Revised EAL #10a title to include plurality.5-2.41 *

Added listing of NUREG 0654 examples referenced in the5-2.42-50 *

philosophy statements.
;

viii
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LASALLE_f0UllILGSEP_AldEX
REVIS10LuiDEm0E

!

L M GE RLYlSIDE

i through ix NSEP-LA-9201
5-1.1 through 5-1.21 NSEP-LA-9201
5-2.1 through 5-2.50 NSEP-LA-9201

!

DATE FOR REVISION 0: July, 1980
DATE FOR REVISION 1: Arpil, 1981
DATE FOR REVISION 2: December, 1981 ,

DA1E FOR REVISION 3: October 1984
DATE FOR REVISION 4: March, 1986
DATE FOR REVISION 5: February, 1987
DATE FOR REVISION 6: August, 1991
DATE FOR REVISION NSEP-LA-9201: January, 1993
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